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AFRICA + THE INDIAN OCEAN COUNTRIES


	Botswana
	Congo
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	Kenya
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Africa + The Indian Ocean

With our Africa and Indian Ocean Destination Experts’ decades worth of combined experience living, working and creating extraordinary luxury holidays in Africa and the Indian Ocean, we can arrange a holiday that is exactly tailored to you. 
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ASIA COUNTRIES
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	China
	India
	Indonesia
	Japan
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Asia

Luxury holidays in Asia are adored for many reasons but what is perhaps most compelling is the region’s glorious contrast with the Western world. From the moment you step off the plane, you are welcomed by an exhilarating rush and readiness to explore a different way of life – let us guide you every step of the way.
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	Australia


	New Zealand
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Australasia

We have left no stone unturned in our exploration of this extraordinary part of the world so that we can design luxury Australasia holidays that will leave you with memories to last a lifetime. 
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CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES


	Antigua
	Barbados
	Dominican Republic


	Grenada
	Jamaica
	St Lucia


	Turks + Caicos
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Caribbean

We create luxury holidays in the Caribbean and more specifically to a handful of carefully selected islands that are home to incredible hotels that our luxury travel experts know well and are certain that our clients will love, whether they are travelling as a couple, as a family with young children or with friends.
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CENTRAL + SOUTH AMERICA COUNTRIES


	Argentina
	Belize
	Bolivia
	Brazil
	Chile
	Colombia


	Costa Rica
	Cuba
	Ecuador
	Galapagos Islands
	Guatemala
	Guyana


	Mexico
	Nicaragua
	Panama
	Peru
	Uruguay
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Central + South America

Our Destination Experts spend their working lives talking to guides and people on the ground and traveling throughout these remarkable regions. Every country holds little secrets and discoveries that we can unlock for you. We are specialists in designing private luxury travel in Central and South America.
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	Egypt
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The Middle East

Our Destination Experts have travelled far and wide to ensure they understand the complexities of this sensitive region and are able to suggest only the finest experiences for your luxury holiday in the Middle East.
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THE POLAR REGIONS COUNTRIES


	Antarctica
	Churchill
	Falkland Islands


	Greenland
	Iceland
	North Pole


	Northwest Passage
	South Georgia
	Svalbard
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The Polar Regions

There are few places on the planet that have captured hearts, minds and imagination quite like the Poles. These icy destinations represent a golden age of heroes, evoking images of brave explorers with a glint of defiance and determination in their eyes. You can experience all these adventures with our polar expeditions.

VIEW REGION +
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Family Holidays

A luxury family holiday should be a highlight of your year with time to bond with your loved ones. It offers the chance to take stock, relax and – over time – create a flicker book of precious memories. Let our Destination Experts organise your perfect holidays tailored to all ages in your family.

READ MORE +














MOST POPULAR ITINERARIES


	Kenya: From City to Savannah and Sand
	Chile + Argentina: The Beautiful South
	Antarctica: Like Visiting Another Planet
	The sights, sounds and souks of Morocco
	Ecuador: Rainforests, Volcanoes + the Galapagos Islands


	The Best of Panama
	Indonesia: Islands of diversity
	Zimbabwe and Botswana: Perfect Partners 
	Beautiful, fascinating and lesser-known Mexico 
	Indonesia: Islands of diversity
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Find your dream trip

Looking for inspiration? Search by where, when or who you're looking to travel with to discover a suggested itinerary that our Destination Experts can tweak and refine until it matches to exactly what you're looking for.

BROWSE ALL +
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	Tailor-Made Travel
	Group Getaways
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Destination Celebrations

Our party planning expertise is unparalleled. We combine our on-the-ground knowledge and contacts with our focus on the finest detail, which is why we never fail to deliver breathtaking and outrageously original parties.

READ MORE +
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C+L Travel Gift Voucher

Discover the ideal gift for those who have it all – our Travel Gift Voucher unlocks tailor-made adventures, catering to every wanderlust. 

Read More
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Curators of high end, tailor-made trips since 1993 that put people at the heart of the experience. Speak with our Destination Experts today.
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PHONE


UK: 
 +44 207 384 2332



US: 
 +1 800 409 4233





EMAIL

[email protected]
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